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Stieg Larsson’sMillennium series, beginning with the global bestseller
Män som hatar kvinnor (2005; The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo
[2008]), is part of a global hypercanon of popular fiction by writers
like Dan Brown, Stephenie Meyer, and E. L. James. Unlike the work
of those other writers, however, Larsson’s novels were written in
Swedish and anglophone readers encounter them in translation, as
Nordic noir. English publishers of these novels have not only trans-
lated the books but repackaged them for a new market. Our compu-
tational comparison of the Swedish and English editions reveals that
this publication process also included thoroughgoing edits. It turns
out that the creative remaking of a transnational book series is less
like a subtitled Swedish film than a Hollywood shot-for-shot remake.
If a subtitled film emphasizes the interplay of an original and its
translation, a remake absorbs that original into a new commercial
enterprise. Our analysis considers the passages left on the cutting-
room floor to illustrate this process of transcultural editing in a liter-
ary context.

The most obvious transformation of the first novel is its title: the
original Swedish title, a literal English translation of which would be
Men Who Hate Women, became The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo.
This suggestive metamorphosis has been revealing in studies of social
and literary elements of the novel (see, e.g., Åström et al.; Bergman;
King and Smith). From our perspective here, the choice of the title
is clearly part of the publishing machinery described by Karl
Berglund elsewhere (see esp. “With a Global Market”; “Genres”).
Berglund has offered a theoretical perspective on crime fiction that
considers the genre as a book trade category rather than as a specific
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kind of literary content. This approach focuses on
the market-oriented transformation of paratext,
including international branding, marketing, and
distribution. The latter perspective, however, does
not allow us to see how the text itself is transformed.

If literary studies of translation tend to focus on
especially relevant moments in a text, and studies
of transnational editing and publishing processes
have little to do with the text inside the covers, a
new approach is necessary to reckon with how inter-
national marketing shapes the text itself. No one
has analyzed the alterations to Larsson’s novels in
translation, which comprise changes to the text far
beyond the kinds of emendations that fall under
the rubric of house style. We took a systematic
approach in our study of the translations by design-
ing a computational method for identifying major
alterations across all three novels. Previous models
for comparing texts at this scale cannot capture
the stream of significant and unmarked changes
that are integral to the translation, which are visible
in aggregate only through a line-by-line compari-
son. Our results show that the translation differs
substantially from the source text, suggesting that
the process of translation in the production of global
commercial fiction is entangled with the process of
editing.

We singled out major alterations to the text by
looking for changes to paragraph meaning and
length across the three novels. Our semiautomated
workflow combines computational alignment with
manual curation to create a basis for qualitative
analyses of these alterations in the translation pro-
cess. The digital method allowed us to isolate the
heaviest cuts as well as the rare times that material
had been introduced. This method, which works
by aligning paragraphs, deliberately ignores subtle
changes to meaning in favor of more obvious
changes to length in order to identify passages that
suggest the pen of an editor rather than a translator.
Translation studies has long benefited from corpus
linguistics methods.1 This approach, like ours,
pairs text-oriented results in the tradition of descrip-
tive translation studies (DTS) with accounts of
the importance of social and historical context—
for instance, through polysystem theory.2 Our

perspective is different, however, because we are
not interested in the translation itself. We examine
the passages that have been most clearly trans-
formed by substantial cuts or additions of semantic
content. What we aim to achieve here is a study not
of the translation per se but of the traces of heavy
intervention into Larsson’s text by the creators of
its English version.

Our computational perspective on the Millen-
nium trilogy in English reveals something that is
oddly difficult to capture at the level of the sentence,
particularly in novels that have struck many readers
as underedited: the novels are significantly more
streamlined in English. We found that, across the
trilogy, about 6.3% of the paragraphs of each novel
have been excised or shortened by at least 30%.
The extent of this editing suggests that the publish-
ing house treated the English translations of the
Swedish novels as if they were original manuscripts.
The persistent cuts, often to descriptions of charac-
ters speaking or internal thought processes, exhibit a
principle of style in line with something like Stephen
King’s often-quoted advice to “cut it to the bone”
and “[g]et rid of every ounce of fat” (12).3 The
edits thus reflect what might be characterized as
commonsense revisions in the US context. We sug-
gest that the push toward target-culture norms for
this kind of fiction is stronger because the trajectory
goes from Swedish, a languagewith a relatively small
number of speakers, toward English and the US
market.

The story of the alterations to these texts has
many invisible heroes besides the author and the
translator. Because their author, Larsson, died sud-
denly while the manuscripts were being prepared
for publication in Swedish, the books are in fact
known for his absence from the publication process
and the subsequent struggle for control of his liter-
ary estate. In many ways, though, the books are typ-
ical of the process of transnational publication.
Because of the high profile of the series, we have
accounts of the process by key players who note
(and sometimes lament) the impact that global pub-
lishing practices had on the final version of the texts
in English. The substantive changes to the texts are
the work of the broader system of actors always
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involved in a major commercial enterprise like the
Millennium trilogy, produced by (among others)
the source language publisher, scouts, literary
agents, target language publishers, editors, and
proofreaders. Once the translator submits the trans-
lation, the manuscript undergoes the full editorial
process at the English publishing house, which has
every power to make changes. A publishing studies
perspective is crucial to understanding how this
works. What we propose is thus a merging of cul-
tural analytics methods and a sociology of transla-
tion perspective. In registering textual differences
between the Swedish and English e-books, our
model sheds light on the pattern of changes to the
text of a bestseller adapted to the anglophone con-
text within the global market.4

From Deckare to Nordic Noir

The name for a blood-drenched beach read like The
Girl with the Dragon Tattoo in Swedish is a deckare
(an umbrella term covering all kinds of crime fic-
tion, including thrillers and suspense), but in trans-
lation these novels are marked by Scandinavianness
as well—they become Nordic noir. The recent wave
of Scandinavian crime fiction in the global anglophone
market raises a question: How do the constraints of
a specialized genre shape the transformation of a
text from one language to another? In this section,
we contextualize the Millennium series within the
US market for Scandinavian crime that it helped
to create.

To understand why the Millennium series was
so thoroughly reshaped for an anglophone reader-
ship, it is important to understand the linguistic
power dynamic. In line with Lawrence Venuti,
among others, we understand translation as never
transparent or nonideological, but on the contrary
always dependent on the cultural situation and
norms of the country or countries to which the
translation is targeted. Johan Heilbron has created a
translation language hierarchy that maps languages
as either central, semiperipheral, or peripheral, with
English in a league of its own as hypercentral.
Translating Larsson into English is a movement
from the semiperiphery of global publishing

(Sweden) to its center (the United Kingdom and
the United States), and the direction of this move-
ment matters. According to Heilbron and Gisèle
Sapiro, “[t]he more the cultural production of a
country is central, the more it serves as a reference
in other countries, but the less material is translated
into this language” (96–97). Since the anglophone
book trade dominates global publishing, there is
more pressure for books from the periphery to
adjust to its cultural norms.

Swedish crime fiction gained some minor
attention in the United States during the twentieth
century, but with the publication of Larsson’s
Millennium trilogy (2005–07)—translated as The
Girl with the Dragon Tattoo (2008), The Girl Who
Played with Fire (2009), and The Girl Who Kicked
the Hornet’s Nest (2010)—that interest exploded.5

Larsson climbed the US bestseller charts, and in
2010 he was dubbed “author of the year” by the
book trade journal Publisher’s Weekly: “With a com-
bined weekly total of 202 weeks on the 2010 bestseller
charts and an impressive 59 of those in the #1 spot, his
Millennium trilogy . . . outpaced all other bestsellers”
(Maryles). This success story led to an increasing
demand for novels in the same vein, which, in turn,
provided unprecedented commercial opportunities
for Scandinavian authors, publishers, and literary
agents.6 Larsson is not the sole cause of the Nordic
noir boom, but he is no doubt its most important
author. When he entered the global hypercanon of
popular fiction to become a megaseller on par with
Dan Brown, Stephenie Meyer, and E. L. James, he
broke every expectation of how big a Swedish author
of popular fiction could become in English
(Berglund, “With a Global Market”).7

The impact of Nordic noir on the Swedish and
US markets reflects the difference of scale between
the two. In less than two decades, the Swedish
book trade has shifted from a culture of literary
import to one of export (Svedjedal; Berglund,
“Turn”; Hedberg). The impact on the US market
is less apparent, since only about three percent of
all books published in the United States are transla-
tions (i.e., of non-English origin). But within this
small share, translations from Swedish have almost
doubled in the last decade, in part as a result of an
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increase in translated crime fiction, especially from
2012 onward.8 Translations in general are rarely
bestsellers, and the only Swedish author who has
managed to break into the top ten charts since
Larsson is David Lagercrantz—the author who
took over the Millennium series following
Larsson’s death.9 The English translations of the
original Millennium trilogy thus affected percep-
tions of Scandinavian crime fiction in general
among readers of the English edition. The English
edition also affects the global, nonanglophone
reception of the genre because English often serves
as a transit language between semiperipheral lan-
guages like Swedish and other target languages
(see Heilbron; Walkowitz 10–11).

How the Sausage Gets Made

Because of its runaway success, the Millennium
series is a useful illustration of the rushed process
of producing bestsellers in a publishing climate
built on hype and the next big thing. Unverified
accounts from people centrally involved in the prep-
aration and publication of the novels suggest a heavy
editing process with little authorial input. The
Swedish publisher, Norstedts, ordered an English
translation of the Millennium trilogy for the pur-
poses of selling the rights in 2005—before the last
two books were even published.10 The translation
was done rapidly by the American translator
Steven T. Murray (1943–2018), credited under the
pseudonym Reg Keeland.11 Several years later, that
translation was edited by Christopher MacLehose
and his team at Querkus Press, and the US rights
to this revised version were later sold to Knopf,
which made further changes.12 Millennium 2
and Millennium 3 were thus translated into
English before their publication in Sweden, and
Millennium 3 (as we discuss below) was translated
from a version that had yet to go through the full
editing process at Norstedts (Keeland, “America”).
What followed the three books under discussion
here was a global launch of the David Lagercrantz
sequel to the Millennium trilogy, The Girl in the
Spider’s Web, which occurred simultaneously in
twenty-five countries worldwide in August 2015.13

Such an undertaking depends on rapid cotransla-
tions into multiple languages and involves numer-
ous people coordinated by Norstedts, the literary
agents, and the rights holders. Under such condi-
tions, a focus on the familiar translator-author
dyad, and even on the broader cultural forces that
shape translations, leaves much out of the story of
how publishers turn a bestseller from a semiperiph-
eral language into a translated book to sell in the
major English book markets. For Larsson to get
edited when he gets “Englished” is simply how it
works, end of story.14

We build here on the idea that translation and
editing blend together in the phased process of pub-
lishing. Karin Stetting coined the phrase transedit-
ing to argue that a “certain amount of editing has
always been included in the translation task” and
that minor cultural and situational adaptations are
often necessary (371). Eva Hemmungs Wirtén con-
nects this argument to practices within contempo-
rary publishing to describe the “Swedification” of
Harlequin novels: “The category of ‘translation’
and that of ‘editing’ close in on each other, and
the line between translator and editor is unquestion-
ably a fluid one. In short, translators edit and editors
translate—and this is what the process of transedit-
ing involves” (125–26). To study the process of
transnational publication from English to Swedish,
Hemmungs Wirtén rebuilds the trail from one to
the other, from the published book in English to
the translator’s manuscript “as it came to the pub-
lisher” to the editor’s changes (read against her
own notes on the translation and the translation
manuscript) and, finally, to the translated book itself
(129). This method tends to highlight the subtle
acculturation of the romances to a Swedish context.
By contrast, we used an automated process that
ignores subtle changes in favor of unsubtle ones,
one that cannot recognize internal phases or steps
in the process of translation but is sensitive to
paragraph-level changes in length in the final text.
This outcome-oriented examination of alterations
to the text disregards the choices of individual
actors. It reveals that thoroughgoing changes to
the text are a powerful but normal part of producing
commercially oriented translations.
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When bestsellers travel globally, they pass not
only through the prism of language but through
the editing and—importantly, though it is not our
central focus here—the marketing departments in
the target language. Several scholars of Nordic
noir have shown that the branding changes for
the market segment are particularly clear in paratex-
tual elements like titles, covers, and supplementary
maps (Broomé; Stougaard-Nielsen, “Nordic Noir”;
Berglund, “With a Global Market”). We show that a
similar claim can also be made for the literary texts
themselves. We call this melting down and reshaping
of the novel’s material literary recasting.

Methods

Our approach to these novels is informed by the
sociology of literature, which aims for a systematic
analysis of the interconnections between literature
and the surrounding society, and by the trend
toward sociological approaches in large-scale textual
analysis more generally. As James English and Ted
Underwood have noted, the two approaches share
a focus on quantitative findings, systematic ambi-
tions, and a much closer affinity with the social sci-
ences than the discipline of literary studies holds in
general.15 In paying attention to the publishing con-
text of the texts we analyze, our project responds to
Katherine Bode’s sustained argument for the impor-
tance of source knowledge and, particularly, of data
curation in the computational analysis of digital
material (Reading 12–25; World 17–35). By using
results derived from an algorithmic-based tool to
identify the traces of a corporate production process,
we use computational reading to answer a sociolog-
ically oriented research question: What can the final
shape of a translation tell us about how genre-
specific expectations might inflect the editorial
process?

We used textual alignment to aggregate alter-
ations to the Millennium trilogy in translation. To
study the alterations made to the Millennium series
between Swedish and English, we worked from a
corpus of the e-book versions in the original
Swedish and in translation into American English.
We developed a semiautomatic workflow based on

computational textual alignment to detect changes
in the translations. We used LF Aligner, which relies
on the Hunalign algorithm, for the alignment
and created a Python script to detect changes to
paragraph length.16

Given parallel texts in digital form, LF
Aligner can automatically pair sentences and para-
graphs together across several languages, including
English and Swedish. When we tried to align the
Millennium trilogy by sentence, however, the pro-
gram broke down because the original text and the
translation differed too much. This was the first
computational evidence that the alterations in the
English translation were extensive. We then aligned
the novels by paragraph, which the tool could
manage.

After the initial alignment, we wrote a Python
script that singled out all paragraphs that are either
missing or differ in character length by 30% or more
in the translation.17 We checked these manually to
correct alignment errors and then ran the aligner
again. At this point, we did a second and final man-
ual check to remove paragraphs that differ primarily
because of linguistic differences between Swedish
and English or as a result of the kinds of expected
contractions or expansions in translation that we
would not count as editing. Of the 1,347 paragraphs
identified as shortened by the script, 163 (12%) were
removed manually because we identified the
changes as not due to editorial decisions beyond
the normal scope of translation. We have treated
(for example) the discrepancies in the three passages
in table 1 as attributable to linguistic differences or
simple translation choices and not as changes in
content. This is up for debate: Is cutting a person’s
first name not a change of content? Is “said” the
same as “undrade” (“wondered” in Swedish)? Is
“emailed” interchangeable with “växlade mail”
(“exchanged email” in Swedish), which emphasizes
a reciprocity missing in the English? Though such
choices are suggestive, they are relatively close to
the original. Here, we are interested in more dra-
matic cuts and editorial additions.18 In table 1 and
in subsequent tables, we provide as literal a transla-
tion as possible, alongside the text of the US English
edition.
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These examples of passages that we manually
removed from the computer-generated corpus dem-
onstrate the difference between the perspective of a
reader familiar with both languages and the per-
spective of a script that made a rough guess at
which sentences said the same thing and then
counted characters to match them up. The script
does not consider translation choices at the level of
individual words that might invite a more nuanced
semantic analysis of the translations across the three
novels. Our approach is in line with what Sarah
Allison has called reductive reading. Allison argues
that the reductive process of using computational
methods forces literary scholars to be transparent
about the elements they are leaving out. To single out
a subset of passages based on the presence or
absence of a discrepancy in length defamiliarizes
the literary material and, in turn, enables us to
take a fresh perspective on the text (1–35). There
is something clearly reductive about identifying
alterations only as changes in the length of para-
graphs, yet it makes visible a pattern of editing-
in-translation that would be hard to find without
computer-assisted alignment and character counts.
To Bode’s point that it is essential to clarify the
source of the texts under analysis: the body of texts
in the following sections are not the novels in
Swedish and English but a set of passages exhibiting
the most extensive editorial alterations made during
the process of translation.

We found that a large majority of the alterations
in the English translations are cuts. In total, 1,184
paragraphs in the Millennium trilogy have been
edited out or shortened by at least 30%. By contrast,
only 109 paragraphs have been expanded, and only 4
include additions of completely new material. The

cuts are quite evenly distributed across the three
titles in the trilogy. In absolute numbers,
Millennium 3, the longest of the books, has the
most material edited out (452 paragraphs), but by
relative frequency Millennium 1 saw the greatest
number of cuts—6.7% of its paragraphs have been
omitted or significantly shortened. The mean value
of cuts for the whole trilogy is 6.3%. Our more fine-
grained analysis suggests that these numbers are
fairly consistent throughout the series (see figs. 1
and 2). Taken altogether, all three titles appear to
have been quite heavily edited in the translation pro-
cess, with 1 in 100 paragraphs removed completely
and 1 in 20 paragraphs shortened substantially.
The editing patterns, quantitatively speaking, seem
very similar for the first two parts of the trilogy,
but the final book appears to have been edited in a
somewhat different fashion—it has, for example, a
significantly larger number of expansions than the
other two novels.

Editing Out: Streamlining Larsson

One of the things that surfaces most clearly is the
systematic streamlining of dialogue and related
inner monologue. Consider the passage in table 2,
taken fromMikaelBlomkvist’s first appearance in the
trilogy, where a journalist is questioning Blomkvist
about the outcome of his trial for libeling the
crooked financier Hans-Erik Wennerström.

Both the replies and the material around them
have been cut. Blomqvist’s reply is terser in the
English: “I think not,”19 and his internal response
to the reporter’s body language has been cut entirely.

This passage is typical for the English translation,
where lengthier replies are cut down and descriptive

Table 1. Three Examples from the Millennium Trilogy Treated as Nonediting: Paragraphs 3254 and 3724 of Millennium 1 and Paragraph 5437 of
Millennium 3

Original Literal Translation US English Edition

Dragan Armanskij slog ut med händerna. Dragan Armansky threw out his hands. Armansky shrugged.

“Varför det?” undrade Lisbeth Salander. “Why?” wondered Lisbeth Salander. “Why?” Salander said.

Han växlade mail med Erika ett dussintal
gånger varje dag.

He exchanged emails with Erika a dozen
times each day.

He emailed Berger a dozen times
each day.
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phrases and the inner thoughts of characters entirely
omitted (see further examples in table 3).

Since dialogue is important in contemporary
plot-driven popular fiction, it is no surprise that

cuts tend to cluster around dialogue-heavy passages,
and in particular description of what characters
do and think when they are not directly speaking.
It is not only such passages that have been

FIG. 1. Absolute numbers of paragraphs edited out or shortened in the English translation of the Millennium trilogy: count per book.

FIG. 2. Relative frequency of paragraphs edited out or shortened in the English translation of the Millennium trilogy: percentage per book.
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Table 2. Paragraphs 52–56 of Millennium 1

Swedish Original Literal Translation US English Edition

“Kommer du att be Wennerström om
ursäkt? Ta i hand?”

“Are you going to apologise to
Wennerström? Shake his hand?”

“Are you going to apologise to
Wennerström? Shake his hand?”

“Nej, det tror jag knappast. Min
uppfattning om herr Wennerströms
affärsmoral har inte förändrats
nämnvärt.”

“No, I hardly think so. My
understanding of Mr. Wennerström’s
business morals hasn’t changed in any
way worth mentioning.”

“I think not.”

“Så du hävdar fortfarande att han är en
skurk?” frågade Dagens Industri snabbt.

“So you still would say that he’s a crook?”
asked Daily Industry quickly.

“So you still would say that he’s a
crook?” Dagens Nyheter.

Det låg ett pratminus med en potentiellt
förödande rubrik bakom frågan och
Mikael hade kunnat halka på bananskalet
om inte reportern signalerat faran genom
att skjuta fram mikrofonen lite för ivrigt.
Han funderade på svaret några sekunder.

There was a talking point with a
potentially devastating headline behind
the question, and Mikael might have
slipped on that banana peel had the
reporter not signaled danger by pushing
the microphone forward a touch too
eagerly. He pondered his answer for a
few seconds.

[not included]

Domstolen hade just fastställt att Mikael
Blomkvist ärekränkt finansmannen
Hans-Erik Wennerström. Han hade
dömts för förtal. Rättegången var avslutad
och han hade inga planer på att överklaga.
Men vad skulle hända om han oförsiktigt
upprepade sina påståenden redan på
domstolstrappan?Mikael beslutade sig för
att han inte ville ta reda på svaret.

The court had just ruled that Mikael
Blomkvist had [libeled and] defamed the
financier Hans-Erik Wennerström. He
had been convicted of libel. The trial was
over and he had no plans to appeal. But
what would happen if he carelessly
repeated his claim on the courthouse
steps? Mikael decided that he did not
want to find out.

The court had just ruled that Blomkvist
had libelled and defamed the financier
Hans-Erik Wennerström. The trial was
over and he had no plans to appeal. So
what would happen if he repeated his
claim on the courthouse steps?
Blomkvist decided that he did not want
to find out.

Table 3. Paragraph 1585 of Millennium 1, Paragraph 4486 of Millennium 2, and Paragraphs 5255–57 of Millennium 2

Swedish Original Literal Translation US English Edition

“Ja. Han kommer att vara min rådgivare.” “Yes. He will be my advisor.” “Yes.”

“Ströp honom?” undrade Lisbeth
hjälpsamt.

“Strangled him?” Lisbeth mused
helpfully.

“Strangled him?”

“Vem är du som säger sig vara Lisbeth
Salanders vän och vad vill du?”

“Who are you, claiming to be Lisbeth’s
friend, and what do you want?”

“Who are you, claiming to be
Lisbeth’s friend, and what do you
want?”

Mikael lutade sig bakåt. Han funderade en
kort stund.

Mikael leaned back. He thought for a short
moment.

[not included]

“Holger, du behöver inte säga någonting
till mig. Men jag ber dig lyssna på vad jag
har att säga innan du beslutar dig för att
kasta ut mig.”

“Holger, you don’t have to say anything to
me. But I ask you to listen to what I have to
say before you decide to throw me out.”

“You don’t have to say anything to
me. But I ask you to listen to what I
have to say before you throwme out.”
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Table 4. Paragraphs 16–18 of Millennium 1

Swedish Original Literal Translation US English Edition

Rubinette var på det hela taget en
förbluffande anspråkslös blomma. Den
saknade kommersiellt värde. Den hade inga
kända medicinska egenskaper och den
kunde inte framkalla hallucinogena
upplevelser. Den kunde inte ätas, den var
oanvändbar som krydda och värdelös vid
tillverkning av växtfärger. Däremot hade
den en viss betydelse för Australiens
urinvånare, aboriginerna, som traditionellt
betraktade trakten och floran kring Ayers
Rock som helig. Blommans enda syfte i
tillvaron tycktes följaktligen vara att behaga
omgivningen med sin nyckfulla skönhet.

Rubinette was altogether an
astonishingly unpretentious flower. It
lacked commercial value. It had no
known medicinal properties and it could
not induce hallucinogenic experiences.
It was inedible, it was unusable as a spice
and had no use in the manufacture of
plant dyes. On the other hand, it had
some significance for Indigenous
Australians the Aborigines, who
traditionally regarded the region and
flora of Ayers Rock as sacred. The
flower’s only purpose consequently
seemed to be to make its surroundings
sweeter with its whimsical beauty.

Rubinette was altogether an
unpretentious flower. It had no known
medicinal properties, and it could not
induce hallucinatory experiences. It
was neither edible, nor had a use in the
manufacture of plant dyes. On the
other hand, the aboriginal people of
Australia regarded as sacred the region
and the flora around Ayers Rock.

I sitt utlåtande konstaterade
Uppsalabotanikern att om Desert Snow var
ovanlig i Australien så var den direkt
sällsynt i Skandinavien. Hon hade själv
aldrig sett något exemplar, men efter att ha
rådfrågat kollegor visste hon att det hade
gjorts försök att introducera plantan vid en
trädgård i Göteborg, och att det kunde
tänkas att den på olika håll odlades privat av
blomentusiaster och amatörbotaniker med
egna små växthus. Orsaken till att den var
svår att odla i Sverige var att den fordrade
ett milt och torrt klimat och måste stå
inomhus under vinterhalvåret. Den var
olämplig i kalkhaltig mark och krävde
bevattning underifrån, direkt till roten. Den
krävde handlag.

In her statement, the Uppsala botanist
said that if Desert Snow was unusual in
Australia, it was actually rare in
Scandinavia. She herself had never seen
one before, but after consulting her
colleagues, she knew that attempts had
been made to introduce the plant to a
garden in Göteborg, and that it might, of
course, be cultivated privately in various
places by flower enthusiasts and amateur
botanists with their own small
greenhouses. The reason it was difficult
to grow in Sweden was that it required a
mild and dry climate and had to be kept
indoors half of the year. It would not
thrive in calcareous soil and it had to be
watered from below, directly to the root.
It needed pampering.

The botanist said that she herself had
never seen one before, but after
consulting her colleagues she was to
report that attempts had been made to
introduce the plant at a nursery in
Göteborg, and that it might, of course,
be cultivated by amateur botanists. It
was difficult to grow in Sweden
because it thrived in a dry climate and
had to remain indoors half of the year.
It would not thrive in calcareous soil
and it had to be watered from below. It
needed pampering.

Detta att det var en sällsynt blomma i
Sverige borde teoretiskt sett göra det lättare
att spåra just detta exemplars ursprung,
men i praktiken var det en omöjlig uppgift.
Det fanns inga register att slå i eller licenser
att granska. Det fanns ingen som visste hur
många privata odlare som överhuvudtaget
gett sig på att försöka driva fram en så
svårodlad blomma—det kunde handla om
allt från någon enstaka till flera hundra
blomentusiaster med tillgång till frön eller
plantor. Dessa kunde ha köpts privat eller
via postorder från någon annan odlare eller
botanisk trädgård var som helst i Europa.
Den kunde till och med ha hämtats direkt
vid någon resa till Australien. Att
identifiera just dessa odlare bland de
miljoner svenskar som har ett litet växthus
eller en blomkruka i ett
vardagsrumsfönster var med andra ord en
hopplös uppgift.

The fact that of its being so rare a flower
in Sweden ought theoretically to have
made it easier to trace the source of this
particular specimen, but in practice it
was an impossible task. There was no
registry to look it up in, no licenses to
explore. No one knew how many private
growers had even tried to grow such a
difficult-to-grow flower—it could be
anywhere from some one individual to
several hundred flower enthusiasts could
have had access to seeds or plants. These
could have been purchased privately or
by mail order from another grower or
botanical garden anywhere in Europe. It
could even have been picked up directly
on any trip to Australia. In other words,
identifying these particular growers
among the millions of Swedes who have
a small greenhouse or a flower pot in a
living room window was a hopeless task.

The fact of its being so rare a flower
ought to have made it easier to trace
the source of this particular specimen,
but in practice it was an impossible
task. There was no registry to look it
up in, no licences to explore.
Anywhere from a handful to a few
hundred enthusiasts could have had
access to seeds or plants. And those
could have changed hands between
friends or been bought by mail order
from anywhere in Europe, anywhere
in the Antipodes.
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pruned, however. To illustrate the pervasiveness of
the editing-in-translation, we reproduce these para-
graphs from the beginning of Millennium 1, which
describe the first of a series of flowers sent anony-
mously to an aging tycoon. The passage has been
cut by about a fifth (8,509 characters in the
Swedish original have been reduced to 6,782 in the
English). This scene is hardly spare in translation,
unless you compare it with the Swedish original
(table 4).

By comparing the final products, it is possible to
see that, in Swedish, you learnmore about the flower,
more about the botanist, more about the challenges
of figuring out who might have sent the flower. If a
few choices about what to cut might raise questions
about the role of interpretation in translation or in
editing—like “Indigenous Australians” glossed as
“aboriginal,” the curiously emphatic exoticization
of the flower, or the insistence that any number of
the millions of Swedes might have tried to grow
this “difficult-to-grow flower”—the larger pattern
seems to be, simply, trimming. In English, there is
a little less of everything. Joan Acocella quotes this
passage in her critique of Larsson’s style in 2011
and quips, “I am basing these judgments on the
English edition, but, if this text was the product of
extensive editing, what must the unedited version
have looked like?” In a discussion of translation in
the Swedish book industry, Nils Pennlert quotes a
piece of the same passage as evidence that, in the
move from Swedish to English, there is “hårda krav
på översättarna att ge texterna en pregnans och en
förtätning som skapar framåtrörelse” (“a strong
demand for the translators to give texts a conciseness
and tightening that creates forward movement” [our
trans.]). See table 5 for an example of editing that
boils Larsson down to a very different substance.

Our corpus shows analogous streamlining
throughout these novels—there are hundreds of
examples similar to the ones above. Larsson in the
original Swedish is far from spare. In translation,
Larsson’s tendency toward verbosity is muted but
still present. The prose, before it was edited for US
readers, was even less efficient.

John-Henri Holmberg—an old friend of
Larsson’s—has characterized the translation of

Larsson as “unfaithful to the original” (34). This
familiar formulation drives home a key point here:
that The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo was intended
not as a faithful rendering ofMän som hatar kvinnor
but rather as an original product in its own right that
took the Swedish novel as raw material. Moreover,
we might well consider it as an example of how
contemporary popular fiction in a peripheral or
semiperipheral language might be more deeply
reshaped to suit the norms of the target language
when the target language is a central one. If terse
prose is the gold standard for crime fiction in the
United States and the United Kingdom, which con-
stitute the center of global publishing, then the deep
cuts across these books should come as no surprise.

Although the vast majority of the alterations are
editorial cuts, there are just over one hundred para-
graphs that have been expanded. The majority of the
additions are small, clarifying expansions in the dia-
logue. For example, “När kan du göra det?” (“When
can you do this?”) is translated “Can you say when
you will be able to provide some concrete informa-
tion?” (Millennium 2, par. 2507). This emendation
does not reflect a pressure to cut to the bone, but
these rarer instances of explanatory expansion also
indicate the thoroughgoing editing of the novels in
translation. In some cases, those passages that have
been edited in gloss the Swedish context or empha-
size an exoticized Nordicness, revealing what critics
have taught us to expect: that the texts have been
edited in translation to meet the expectations of
Nordic noir. Sometimes, the added text explains ele-
ments of the Swedish context to the reader. For
example, “kokkaffe” (literally, “boiled coffee”) is
expanded to “plainly boiled in a pan in true
Norrland style” (Millennium 1, par. 536), and a
four-sentence biographical footnote is supplied in
the translation to explain a reference to Anna
Lindh, a popular Swedish politician who was assas-
sinated in 2003 (Millennium 2, par. 2975). Such
additions are closer to the kind of culturally specific
transediting described by Hemmungs Wirtén, and
the power dynamic of transnational publishing
means that more contextual explanations may be
necessary in an English translation from Swedish
(as a semiperipheral language) than if Swedish
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were the target language of a book written in
English. To make a work of fiction fit in a new cul-
tural context, things like “kokkaffe” and references
to former Swedish foreign ministers need to be
explained. Moreover, such glosses contribute to
the light exoticization of Scandinavia and its politics
that puts the Nordic in Nordic noir. The maps of
Sweden and Stockholm included at the beginning
of the English-language editions—not part of the
Swedish originals—work in a similar fashion. If cul-
tural glosses are relatively common in translation,
here they are part of a larger editorial process that
includes marketing and paratext in the making of
crime fiction from Scandinavia into Nordic noir.

We also found a third, more dramatic type of
expansion, in which wholly new passages appear
to have been introduced in the English. One of the
more interesting cases concerns Anita Kaspersson,
a victim in Millennium 3. In the Swedish, she is
introduced to the reader only after her death. In
English, the reader meets her alive, during the
moments before she is killed, in a six-paragraph pas-
sage focalized from her perspective. It is not unusual
for the reader to get a glimpse of the victim’s per-
spective before a murder takes place, even if the
character is not central to the novel—this is a way
to create suspense in contemporary crime fiction.
What is strange is that this perspective is given
only in the translation. Such passages are only
found in Millennium 3 and reveal a final and critical
element of the process of translating the global
megaseller: its incredible speed. The presence of pas-
sages in English that do not appear in the Swedish
edition suggests that, in the rushed and convoluted
publishing process, the translation of this book

into English was produced before the book had
been edited in Swedish, and so passages cut by the
Swedish editors are retained in the translation
(Keeland, “America”). Such discrepancies illustrate
the free-for-all of transnational global publishing
at speed and challenge any lingering assumption
that the original of this text is the published
Swedish edition.

In the commercially important segment of the
book trade, it is not uncommon for rights to have
been sold to numerous countries before the original
publication (Berglund, “With a Global Market” 80–
82). Simultaneous worldwide original publication—
as in the David Lagercrantz case—and translation
processes that involve several translators working
in tandem to meet a firm deadline are becoming
more common.20 The amount of work that happens
between the acquisition of translation rights—often
based solely on draft translations of a couple of
chapters along with a synopsis—and the final publi-
cation is substantial. All this taken together fosters a
translation climate where producers prioritize speed
over text quality, and where fidelity to an original
can be a barrier to the more important pursuit of
smoothness in the target language (“smoothness”
here meaning easy accordance with readerly expec-
tations). Somewhat ironically, then, this might lead
to a situation where the most widely read translated
novels—the bestsellers—are the most rushed, and
thus the ones where the differences from the pub-
lished originals are the largest.

With the results of our computational study as
empirical foundation, we delineate a process of liter-
ary recasting in the context of contemporary big

Table 5. Paragraph 2043 of Millennium 1

Swedish Original Literal Translation US English Edition

Erika tillbringade natten i Henriks gästrum. Efter
middagen hade Mikael frågat Cecilia om hon ville
ha sällskap. Hon hade svarat att hon var upptagen
med betygskonferenser och att hon var trött och
ville sova. Erika pussade Mikael på kinden och
lämnade Hedebyön tidigt på måndagsmorgonen.

Erika spent the night in Henrik’s guest room.
After dinner, Mikael had asked Cecilia if she
wanted company. She had replied that shewas
busy with grade conferences and that she was
tired and wanted to sleep. Erika kissed Mikael
on the cheek and left Hedebyön early on
Monday morning.

It wasMonday and Berger
had left early.
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publishing, its power dynamics in terms of source
and target languages, and the often rushed processes
withmany actors involved that characterize themost
commercial segments of such translational events.
The changes we identified are mostly cuts, and
range from pruning dialogue to lopping lengthier
paragraphs to deleting minor characters and entire
scenes. We also detected a few additions that explain
or emphasize Nordic references, and one remainder
paragraph edited out of the Swedish original, evi-
dence of the hasty translation process in which
English translators and Swedish editors worked
simultaneously from an unpublished manuscript
to create different products.

As a result of all this, the Swedish original ver-
sion and the English translation of the Millennium
trilogy differ substantially. Some commentators on
the translation have argued that, in the presentation
of a different version of Larsson’s novels to the
anglophone audience worldwide, the meaning of
the originals was lost. By focusing on the publication
context, we show how the extensive changes to the
novels can be understood as typical for popular fic-
tion that travels from a (semi)peripheral language
into English. Rather than being treated as finished
works of fiction (to be translated as accurately as
possible), such books are treated as manuscripts,
as works-in-progress that can and should be exten-
sively reworked before publication in order to
improve the novels with target readers in mind. It
is thus not a process of translation that also includes
editing, but a process of textual recasting that
includes translation.

To understand the textual changes we point to
here, it is clear that we must look beyond the texts
themselves. Translations of commercially important
works of fiction always include many actors, they
are almost always rushed, and they are often charac-
terized by a multistep translation where a first raw
translation (accomplished by one or several transla-
tors) is subsequently revised by editors not familiar
with the original text. This holds true for many
contemporary translations of popular fiction, but
the pattern is likely to be stronger when the United
States or the United Kingdom are the target coun-
tries. National book trades where translations are

rare (again, three percent in the United States) may
treat them as works-in-progress to a greater extent.

The cuts and additions to the English versions
of the Millennium novels that exceed the scope of
standard translation choices may well have contrib-
uted to the novels’ breakout success. The novels
apparently did not even need to be written by
Larsson, as the continued success of the series has
shown. As commercial translations are tied less
and less to an original text produced by an author,
they may be increasingly regarded as immaterial
rights, content that can be adjusted to fit a new tar-
get audience as closely as possible—material to be
melted down and reshaped.

To address this phenomenon in a broader inter-
national context is work for the future, but our work
is suggestive, particularly for other small languages.
We know that this brazen degree of intervention
does not work the same way in the other direction.
When Dan Brown enters the Swedish market no
similar significant transformation takes place. The
Millennium series reflects the intersection of the
hypercentrality of English, the dominance of the
United States and the United Kingdom in global
publishing, and the market incentives at play when
work in a so-called minor language hits the global
market. The script we wrote in order to collect all
the things cut from and added to these books ulti-
mately shows not the reasoning behind the transla-
tor’s rendering of a passage, nor a consistent process
of cultural adaptation, but the remaking of a novel
for the international reader. This process cares little
about authorial intent or fidelity to an original. It is
the market’s expression of the death of the author:
Larsson as a globally best-selling author is not the
person with authority over the text, but the trade-
mark used to sell a text-based product—in all its dif-
ferent versions across the globe.

NOTES

1. This tradition is sometimes referred to as corpus-based
translation studies, or CTS. For an overview, see, e.g., Laviosa;
Olohan; Kruger et al.
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2. For an interesting example concerning crime fiction, see
Storm, Agatha Christie’s The Mysterious Affair and “Translating.”

3. For another perspective on this US norm, see Pennlert.

4. For more general perspectives on twenty-first-century pub-
lishing, see Thompson; for a discussion of global bestsellers, see
Steiner; for a discussion focused on the Nordic noir boom, see
Berglund, “With a Global Market.”

5. In this article, we henceforth use the language-neutral and
shorter titles Millennium 1, Millennium 2, and Millennium 3.

6. For critical accounts of the marketing of this genre, see
Berglund, “With a Global Market,” “Turn,” and “Crime
Fiction”; Broomé; and Stougaard-Nielsen, “Nordic Noir.” For lit-
erary analyses of the genre, see Nestingen and Arvas; Bergman;
and Stougaard-Nielsen, Scandinavian Crime Fiction.

7. For a discussion of megasellers, see Steiner 42–44.

8. Our data is from the Translation Database (accessed Aug.
2020), founded by the Three Percent initiative at the University
of Rochester and currently hosted and accessible through the web-
site of Publishers Weekly (www.publishersweekly.com/pw/
translation/home/index.html). See “Three Percent.”

9. See Berglund, “Crime Fiction.” Lagercrantz made the charts
twice, with The Girl in the Spider’s Web in 2015 and with The Girl
Who Takes an Eye for an Eye in 2017.

10. Cf. Forshaw, esp. 50–51; Holmberg.

11. For details on the translation process, see Keeland,
“Excellent Article”; Forshaw 43–44; Acocella; Holmberg;
Gabrielsson and Colombani. Murray also translated literary
works from Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, and German—most
notably crime fiction, but he worked with various genres. There
is also a British English version of the Millennium trilogy, which
follows the translation by Keeland but where certain very
American words have been changed to their British counterparts.
According to Keeland himself, there are no other differences
between the two versions: “The US edition is essentially the
same as the British except for scattered British terms that were
changed if they would be confusing to American readers ([e.g.],
‘skip’ to ‘dumpster’ on the last page of TGWTDT)” (“America”).
Another reader compliments Keeland on his effective use of
British English, and he disavows it: “Anything British you may
have found, including ‘forsooth,’ ‘anon,’ and ‘gallimaufry,’ are
the work of the Scottish editor” (“Comment thread”).

12. Christopher MacLehose later commented on his editing of
the Millennium trilogy before selling the rights, claiming, “I did
edit the translation, yes, . . . but it isn’t a particularly interesting
fact or story,” suggesting that the changes were a matter of course.
Yet he goes on to credit the international success of the novel with
those cuts: “Perhaps [it is] sufficient to say that seven or eight
houses in England turned it down in its original form . . . and
seven or eight in America. In its edited form, as many
Americans bid for it” (qtd. in Acocella).

13. For an analysis of this event in relation to the ongoing
Nordic noir boom, see Berglund, “With a Global Market.”
Lagercrantz has since published a complete sequential trilogy:
The Girl in the Spider’s Web (2015), The Girl Who Takes an Eye

for an Eye (2017), and The Girl Who Lived Twice (2019). It has
not yet been announced whether the series will continue.

14. Here we borrow Coldiron’s notion of “Englishing,” which
emphasizes the material transformations of the text as well as the
linguistic shifts in translation, the “appropriative acculturation
performed by means of verbal translation and material-textual
mediation” (1).

15. See, e.g., the essays by English; English and Underwood;
Underwood.

16. LF Aligner can be downloaded at sourceforge.net/projects/
aligner. See Varga et al. for details on the Hunalign algorithm, in
which “a crude translation of the source text is produced by con-
verting each word token into the dictionary translation that has the
highest frequency in the target corpus, or to itself in case of lookup
failure” (592).

17. Out of 4,941 paragraphs in Millennium 1, the script
detected approximately 250 that met our criterion—about 5%—
that we needed to manually double-check. The threshold of 30%
is arbitrary, of course, but after testing different options it per-
formed best insofar as it missed almost no substantial additions
or deletions, yet it did not capture too many minor differences
that we classed as not the result of editing.

18. There are rare instances where the translator or editor has
added material that directly affects the semantics; again, we refer
readers to thematic studies of the translation cited above. One
such example is when “Zalachenko skrattade igen” (“Zalachenko
laughed again”) is translated “Zalachenko gave her a horrible
twisted smile” (Millennium 2, par. 5921); another great one is
the change from “Jag har inget att säga till dig” (“I have nothing
to say to you”) to “I have nothing now, nor ever will have, anything
to say to you” (Millennium 1, par. 3967).

19. The scene is further cut in Niels Arden Oplev’s 2009 adap-
tation, in which a journalist only asks him how he feels following
the verdict and he answers, laconically, “Fantastiskt.”

20. In many ways, this resembles Walkowitz’s notion of born-
translated works—that is, works “written for translation from the
start” (3). ButwhileWalkowitzdiscusses exclusively highbrow fiction,
we are interested in the production ofmajor commercial translations.
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Abstract: Stieg Larsson’s Millennium trilogy is part of a global hypercanon of popular fiction and thus a major com-
mercial enterprise. In the translation of these works, the author and translator are joined by a host of shadowy fig-
ures—the source language publisher, scouts, literary agents, target language publishers, editors, and proofreaders—
who transform the texts for a particular readership. This essay connects the market-oriented metamorphosis of paratext
with substantial alterations to literary content itself. It is based on a computational study of the novels in Swedish and
English that singled out major alterations to paragraph meaning and length across the three novels. The study showed
that about 6.3% of the paragraphs have been cut or shortened by at least 30%. These extensive changes reveal a process of
creative remaking, in which published works become raw content to be reshaped by commercial expectations and the
demands of high production speed.
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